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HARDWOOD FLOORING
Crafted by Kennebec Lumber Company

Acadia Collection
Red Oak, Premium Grade
Irish Cream Stain, Matte Finish

ennebec Lumber Company produces the Maine Traditions brand of
traditional solid hardwood flooring – both prefinished and unfinished –
as well as our prefinished engineered hardwood flooring.
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We have been working in the Maine forests for three generations. Our strong
dedication and commitment to providing environmentally sustainable products
of superior quality, to unparalleled customer service and to building lasting
relationships with our customers is what drives us every day.
In recent years, our engineers have developed innovative technologies and processes for improved quality,
consistency and durability, as well as new product lines and the very latest in finishes and colors. The Katahdin
Collection of engineered flooring has rapidly gained tremendous popularity. And our Tree-LocTM hardwood
flooring–a cutting-edge “click” floor system that needs no fasteners–rounds out our innovative product offerings.
We at Kennebec Lumber Company take special pride in manufacturing the finest genuine hardwood floors in North
America. Producing hardwood flooring under our Maine Traditions brand, we strive to maintain old world
craftsmanship while embracing technologies which allow us to increase efficiency and continue to improve our products.
In recent years, our designers have come up with several unique new stains for our prefinished hardwood floors, further expanding
your options in our yellow birch, hickory, hard maple and red oak floor lines. However, we still feel that some of our most beautiful
floors are finished only with our clear Nano PLUS UV-cured finish!
Maine Traditions recently introduced the Acadia Collection of beautiful red oak, hickory and hard maple floors which feature exciting
new stains and a lustrous matte finish which offers the low gloss and satiny feel of hand-rubbed oil finishes, but without any of the
drawbacks.
New in autumn of 2014 is our Rangeley Collection of live-sawn red oak floors, featuring both a wirebrushed wear surface and a truly
distinctive matte finish. These beautiful oak floors share a texture and ambience that’s further enhanced by their stylish 5” board width.
Classic Collection
Red Oak, Coastal Grade, Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Godivah Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Suede Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Mocha Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Pewter Stain

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 4”
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Black Pepper Stain

Classic Collection
American Cherry
Antique Grade 31⁄4”
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Brownie Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 4”
Honey Rose Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 4”
Almond Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Premium Grade 31⁄4”
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Red Birch
Antique Grade 31⁄4”
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Midnight Stain

Classic Collection
Yellow Birch
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Clear UV Finish

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Greystone Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Grizzly Stain

Classic Collection
Yellow Birch
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Columbian Stain

Classic Collection
Yellow Birch
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Sand Stain

Classic Collection
Yellow Birch
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Chestnut Stain

Classic Collection
Hickory
Natural Grade 4”
Saddle Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 4”
Whiskey Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Cobblestone Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Coca Stain

Classic Collection
Hard Maple
Coastal Grade 31⁄4”
Toast Stain

Maine Traditions Hardwood Grades
Premium Grade – This grade shows all the modern clean, clear attributes of the very best
hardwood, with minimal color and grain variations. During the production process the
Premium grade is selected by eliminating boards with character or darker heartwood,
producing a grade that shows only an occasional mineral streak or pin knot, which are
minimized to ensure the quality you expect with a premium floor.
Coastal Grade – Our Coastal grade provides a great option for those looking for intriguing
color contrasts, character, natural mineral streaks, and varying grain patterns. Coastal grade
is often chosen just to provide diversity in the appearance of the hardwood floor.
It’s also a very popular grade for those wanting to pull colors together in a room, from the
walls through the furniture and floor coverings. The varying colors and grain patterns
found in each hardwood species are brought to life in this proprietary grade.
Antique Grade – The Antique grade is reserved for the species with the most spectacular
color and grain appearance – Red Birch and American Cherry. A grade unique to Maine
Traditions, our Antique grade is produced by using the entire run of lumber, combining our
Premium and Coastal grades together in each carton. This blending of grades allows the
true flavor of the hardwood to come out, with very rich color and grain contrast.

Red Oak Premium Grade

Red Oak Coastal Grade

Hard Maple Premium Grade

Hard Maple Coastal Grade

Natural Grade – Utilizing the entire run of Hickory, we produce this grade to promote better
length. Natural Grade exhibits some color variation, with solid character. Includes all clear
sapwood, developing heart-wood, a few solid knots up to ½”, with voids up to ¼” filled.
Exclusive Grade – A rich grade that allows moderate color variation. Sound or cosmetically
enhanced knots up to 3⁄16” in diameter are acceptable. Mineral streaks no longer than 6” are
occasionally found in this grade.
Live-Sawn – A true mix of grades, our live-sawn red oak includes plain-sawn, rift-sawn and
quarter-sawn lumber, incorporating all of the natural character of the tree from which it was
cut, and showcasing the full spectrum of red oak’s color and grain variations, including knots,
minor checks and intriguing mineral streaks.
Swatches illustrate the difference between our Premium and Coastal grades in Hard Maple and Red Oak.
Our Premium grade’s minimal grain and color variations are evident. However, many homeowners prefer
the more diverse grain and color inherent in Coastal grade. Although our grading standards are more
stringent than most in the industry, hardwood is a natural product, and every carton will vary somewhat.

Classic Collection
Red Oak, Wirebrushed
Antique Grade 5” Width
Gunstock Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak, Wirebrushed
Antique Grade, 5” Width
Urbana Stain

Classic Collection
Red Oak, Wirebrushed
Antique Grade, 5” Width
Dark Roast Stain

Acadia Collection
Hickory, 31⁄4” Width
Walnut Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Red Oak, 31⁄4” Width
Arabica Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Hard Maple, 31⁄4” Width
Ebony Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Hickory, 31⁄4” Width
Tundra Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Hard Maple, 31⁄4” Width
Shale Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Hickory, 31⁄4” Width
Granite Stain with Matte Finish

Acadia Collection
Hard Maple, 31⁄4” Width
Bluestone Stain with Matte Finish

Why Choose Maine Traditions Solid Hardwood Flooring for Your Home?
• Responsibly grown, harvested and manufactured in USA.
Forest Stewardship Council certified.
Qualifies for LEED credits. Complies with CARB Phase 2.
is a revolutionary re-invention of the
traditional tongue & groove joint...
State-of-the-art TEMAVI cutting tools
create a unique profile which allows boards to slip together easily,
yet virtually locks them into place upon installation. Milled to
incomparably close tolerances, TEMAVI joint profiles ensure a more
uniform surface, reduced waste and fool-proof ease of assembly.
Homeowners can count on incredibly stable floors that will perform
quietly and reliably for many years to come.
Ask your retailer for a demonstration of the TEMAVI system!
You will see why Kennebec Lumber Company has made TEMAVI
(patent pending) the only tongue & groove profile used on all of our
Maine Traditions solid hardwood flooring.

• Logs sustainably harvested from one region to provide
consistent color, grain and overall quality, year-to-year.
• State-of-the-art milling, finishing and quality control operations adhere
to strict standards and are painstakingly documented.
TM

• Nano PLUS high-tech UV-cured polyurethane finish for durability and
beauty. (Medium-low-gloss finish or Acadia Collection in matte finish.)
• 50-year residential warranty. 5-year light commercial warranty.
See our website or ask your retailer for details, restrictions.
• Prefinished moldings are available for all species, grades and stains.
Ask your retailer for ordering information.

Consider the Katahdin Collection of Engineered Hardwood Flooring
Maine Traditions® Katahdin Collection is engineered hardwood flooring – an innovative group of flooring products consisting of a high-tech clear birch
plywood backer faced with a substantial 3mm sawn veneer. The layers are laminated together under controlled pressure, using specialized adhesives to
last a lifetime. Left with a natural finish or stained in a variety of hues, all floors from the Katahdin Collection feature Nano PLUSTM . finish,
our stable, durable, high-tech UV polyurethane varnish featuring a truly appealing 40% gloss. When properly installed in
Illustration of
3 ⁄ ” Katahdin Collection
residential applications, these floors are protected by our 50 year limited warranty.*
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Engineered Flooring

Ideal for environments that could be less than ideal.
TM

Nano PLUS UV cured 40% gloss varnish with 50 year warranty.
3mm sawn hardwood face with slight bevel on all four edges.
Birch plywood backer with alternating grain for added stability.
Half-inch thick planks with uniform tongue & groove on four sides.

Katahdin Collection Engineered
Hardwood Flooring

Subfloor

Radiant Heat Tubing
and Standard Floor Joists

Floors in the innovative Katahdin Collection of Engineered Hardwood
Flooring are ideal for installations throughout your entire home
–whether above, at, or below grade–even in areas with
challenging climatic conditions, such as basements.

Katahdin Collection Engineered Hardwood floors are available
in your choice of traditionally installed 31⁄4” wide random length boards, or in our 5-inch wide
easy-to-install Tree·LocTM “click” planks, which may require no adhesives or fasteners. Engineered
for long-term stability, these Katahdin Collection floors are the ideal solution for homes with today’s sub-floor radiant
heating systems (either installed below the subfloor or embedded in a concrete slab). With this increasingly popular
heating system, hot water is circulated through plastic tubing, the warmth rises and heats the room. Unfortunately,
frequent heat fluctuations, as well as natural humidity changes, can be brutal on solid hardwood, causing it to expand,
contract, bow or cup. However, by virtually eliminating the unstable properties inherent in most solid hardwood, our
Maine Traditions® Katahdin Collection engineered flooring provides the distinctive, desirable appearance of genuine,
natural hardwood without the risk of those unsightly dimensional distortions.

Of course, all of these versatile Katahdin Collection floors are ideal when installed in less challenging environments in your home, as well. And with our
50-year residential warranty, you can expect many years of enjoyment from your beautiful new Katahdin Collection floor, regardless of its location.

Tree·Loc Installation – Easy as1-2-3!

Tree·Loc Engineered Click Flooring
Hard Maple, Exclusive Grade
5” Wide Planks

Detail insets show
high-tech synthetic rubber strip
which seals, cushions and
dampens unwanted noises.
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Introducing the Rangeley Collection of Live-Sawn
Solid Red Oak Flooring For The 21st Century
Sometimes the most innovative trends come directly from the
past. Live-sawing is actually the oldest, most traditional method
of cutting lumber, but its popularity waned in North America as
much as a century ago. Now, Maine Traditions has revived this
time-tested sawing technique for the introduction of our new
Rangeley Collection.
Rather than repeatedly turning logs in the sawmill to maximize
yield, the rough lumber used to create the Rangeley Collection is
parallel cut in the traditional “live-sawn” style used in past
centuries. In simple terms, when we live-saw a log, we start at
the top, and work our way down. This results in a natural mix of
boards – plain sawn first, then rift sawn, and finally quarter sawn
boards nearest the middle of the log.
The live-sawn method incorporates all of the natural character of
the tree from which it was cut – showcasing the full spectrum of
red oak’s color and grain variations, including knots, minor
checks and intriguing mineral streaks.
We believe the Rangeley Collection is a line of truly distinctive flooring that is both historic and modern – just perfect for the 21st century!
Although we no longer live-saw lumber by hand as in the late 1800’s (see archival photo), we have applied the latest in sawmill technology to
replicate this time-tested lumber-cutting technique.
Our Maine Traditions Rangeley Collection of Live-Sawn Red Oak
flooring also features a wire-brushed face which lends subtle texture
and depth, leaving the impression that the flooring has gently
weathered over the years.
And to further enhance these handsome floors, we have applied our
proprietary Nano PLUSTM Matte UV finish.
Live-Sawn Red Oak Floors in the Maine Traditions Rangeley Collection
offer lots of character. In fact, they are far from blandly consistent.
So these handsome floors lend themselves to casual, livable homes,
old house restorations and many contemporary homes, as well as
other applications that call for a truly distinctive look.

Rift & Quarter Sawn Lumber

Live-Sawn Lumber

Additional Features & Benefits of
Solid Red Oak Flooring from the Maine Traditions Live-Sawn Rangeley Collection:
• Exceptional beauty, durability and quality manufactured with pride by the third generation of Maine craftsmen at Kennebec Lumber Company.
• 5-inch wide planks are wire-brushed to enhance contrast and accentuate variations in grain and texture.
• Matte (low gloss) version of our Nano PLUSTM UV finish, long acclaimed for both beauty and durability. This finish provides all the style and
richness of hand-rubbed oil finishes, but without the headaches.
• Patented TEMAVI® tongue & groove for improved uniformity and ease of installation. Stable, quiet joints that virtually lock together.
• Designed for installation at or above grade. (Ask your retailer about our quality engineered flooring products for floors below grade or other
potentially troublesome installations.)
• Responsibly grown, harvested and manufactured in the USA. FSC certified.
• As with all Maine Traditions Hardwood Floors, the Rangeley Collection is backed by our 50 year residential warranty.

AVAILABLE FALL 2014...
Rangeley Collection
Live-Sawn Red Oak
5” Width, Wirebrushed
Moose Stain with Matte UV

AVAILABLE FALL 2014...
Rangeley Collection
Live-Sawn Red Oak
5” Width, Wirebrushed
Driftwood Stain with Matte UV

AVAILABLE FALL 2014...
Rangeley Collection
Live-Sawn Red Oak
5” Width, Wirebrushed
Clear Matte UV Finish

AVAILABLE FALL 2014...
Rangeley Collection
Live-Sawn Red Oak
5” Width, Wirebrushed
Fawn Stain with Matte UV

Classic Collection – Solid 3⁄4” Hardwood Flooring

Note: ⁄4” solid hardwood is recommended only for installations at or above grade. Consider our engineered flooring options for below-grade installations (basements).
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21⁄4”

SPECIES

GRADE

Red Oak

Premium
Coastal
Coastal Stains
Antique Stains
Premium
Coastal
Coastal Stains

Hard Maple

Yellow Birch

31⁄4”

4”

5”

Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Black Pepper, Brownie, Coca, Pewter, Suede
Dark Roast, Gunstock, Urbana
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Almond,Cobblestone, Godivah,Greystone,Grizzly, HoneyRose,
Midnight, Mocha,Toast, Whiskey
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Chestnut, Columbian, Sand
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Saddle

Wirebrushed

Premium

Coastal
Coastal Stains
Antique
Antique
Natural
Natural Stain

Red Birch
Cherry
Hickory

Stain Colors

Rangeley Collection Live-Sawn Oak Flooring (5” Wirebrushed, Matte Finish)
SPECIES

GRADE

Red Oak

Live-Sawn

5”

Stain Colors
Clear Matte Nano PLUSTMUV Finish, Driftwood, Fawn, Moose

New Rangeley Collection Live-Sawn Flooring available Fall 2014.
3
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Acadia Collection – Solid ⁄ ” Hardwood Flooring with Matte Finish
31⁄4”

SPECIES

GRADE

Red Oak
Hard Maple
Hickory

Premium*
Premium
Natural Stain

4”

5”

Stain Colors
Arabica, Irish Cream
Bluestone, Ebony, Shale
Granite, Tundra, Walnut

Katahdin Collection – Engineered 1⁄2” Flooring with 3mm Sawn Face
31⁄4”

SPECIES

GRADE

Red Oak

Premium
Coastal
Premium Stains
Premium
Coastal
Premium Stains

Hard Maple

Stain Colors
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Arabica, Black Pepper, Brownie, Coca, Irish Cream, Pewter, Suede
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Clear Nano PLUSTMUV Finish
Almond,Bluestone, Cobblestone, Ebony, Godivah,Greystone,
Grizzly, HoneyRose,Midnight, Mocha,Shale, Toast, Whiskey

Tree·Loc Engineered 5 Inch Wide “Click” Flooring
TM

SPECIES

GRADE

In-Stock

Red Oak
Hard Maple

Exclusive*
Exclusive*

Clear UV Finish
Clear UV Finish

5”

Optional Stain Colors (available by special order)
Arabica, Black Pepper, Brownie, Coca, Irish Cream, Pewter, Suede
Almond,Bluestone, Cobblestone, Ebony, Godivah,Greystone,
Grizzly, HoneyRose,Midnight, Mocha,Shale, Toast, Whiskey

*Maine Traditions Tree·Loc Engineered Click Flooring is produced only in our Exclusive Grade, a rich grade that allows moderate color variation. See grade description inside.
Maine Traditions Hardwood Flooring products are covered by our 50 year warranty (5 years light commercial). For complete details, ask your retailer or visit our website.
TM

www.mainetraditionsflooring.com
TM

HARDWOOD FLOORING
Crafted by Kennebec Lumber Company

105 South Main Street, Solon, Maine 04979

• Telephone 207·643·2110

RESPONSIBLY GROWN,
SUSTAINABLY HARVESTED
AND MANUFACTURED
WITH PRIDE IN THE U.S.A.

